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Sailor moon transformation catchphrase

Comments Share the following article is currently improving for the benefit of all visitors. Pages that carry this template may contain issues that will be fixed as soon as the editor is available. Please bear with us while improvements are made. Therefore, we ask visitors to give editors the time and patience to work on the site and take good
faith until the edits are complete. We apologize for the inconvenience this may cause in the meantime. Please note that pages that do not have such a chance before removing this template will be protected until an experienced editor is available to work on the page. Transformations are a big part of Sailor Moon because Senshi used to
transform into their sailor fukus while screaming from a special command along with holding a pen, wand, or in Usagi's case her brooch. Transformational list As part of the series Usagi and her friends are given various devices in order to transform along with the shouted command. Sailor Moon: Sailor Mercury: Sailor Mars: Sailor Jupiter:
Sailor Venus: Sailor Pluto: Sailor Chibi Moon: Sailor Uranus: Sailor Neptune: Sailor Neptune: Sailor Chibi Chibi: Chibi Chibi Crystal Power, Make Up - Was used in manga community content available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. For a child, nothing is more satisfying than a good transformation sequence. Children are
constantly going through their own transformations as they grow and change, and it's embarrassing and mysterious and sometimes terrifying - there's nothing powerful or glamorous about it. But have a magic wand, a fairytale destiny, the power to save the world and the ability to look supernaturally amazing in doing so? It's a dream come
true. This explains why the iconic Sailor Moon transformation sequence stuck with so many people and why tributes appear time and time again in contemporary animation. With moon spell PRISM POWER, MAKE UP!, all the magical forces of the universe are coming together to make Usagi battle-ready and perfectly accessorized as her
alter ego, Sailor Moon, complete with glitter, rainbows, and lots of spin. Here, womanliness and strength do not conflict; are one and the same. Transformation sequences are not rare in cartoons from the 80s and 90s, especially as anime has increased in popularity in the US and its influence has begun to emerge more and more in
Western animation. Series like Transformers and Voltron, as well as He-Man and Masters of the Universe and its spinoff, She-Ra: Princess of Power, featured their own takes on transformation, or power-up, sequences. They were often a way to save animators time by using repetitive stock shots, but children didn't seem to mind; For
those like me, there was undeniable glamour to watch our favorite characters magically become bigger, stronger, prettier, in a way that never aged and now seems to be forever imprinted in our minds. Protagonists with strong alternative identities popular over the years, but it was sailor moon transformation that really changed the game;
it's become the core of the magic girl genre, and countless cartoons in the last few decades have found a moment to link to iconic human sequences, whether as a parody or serious. There's just something about the sequence of tactile three-dimensional quality that makes it exciting every time each accessory materializes, turning an
ordinary schoolgirl, along with her friends, into space-saving superheroes in navy attire. Its rainbow colors and impressive animations make it instantly recognisable, set in an evocative cosmic void that delivers abstract qualities as time stands still to allow change to take place before any struggle. More than that, intimate framing puts the
viewer in her place; we feel as if the transformation is happening to us. And I would like it if I didn't notice how gay the whole thing feels, with its ethereal sparkly glamour; there's a reason Sailor Moon was so influential for queer viewers, especially as a show with groundbreaking queer-coded characters and themes (much of which was
erased in English oak, which ran on cartoon network in the late '90s and early aughts, obfuscating that only adds to the series' queer heritage.) When we set out to reimagine iconic '80s heroine She-Ra's transformation for a reboot of She-Ra and Princess Power, Sailor Moon was the obvious reference point. She-Ra is, after all, a magical
girl in her own way. The original She-Ra was conceived as a girly version of the popular character He-Man; While his powers focused more on increased physical strength, She-Ra had other, classically feminine powers such as healing, animal communication, and the ability to turn her sword, especially into a shield. She had her own
transformation sequence (sometimes used several times an episode), a twist on her twin brother's classic I Have Power! Battle cry. With her catchphrase for grayskull's honor, Adora is draped in a sparkly flash to become She-Ra, princess of power. She goes from wearing a wonderfully '80s red leotard (her uniform from her days working
for Evil Horde that she never bothers to change when she switches to the side of good) to a winged tiedies, a red coat, and a white miniskib in shower sparks. We wanted our new version of She-Ra's transformation to be more detailed and let our protagonist change more: Her no-nonsense ponytail transforms into waves of flowing hair,
she grows taller and more muscular, and gold accessories materialize with a fist punch. Physical strength (inspired by Adora's upbringing as a soldier) is balanced by the more feminine aspects of magic-girl transformation as rainbows and sparks explode around her, leaving her with more girly clothes than she could be entirely
comfortable. We wanted to feel the weight of every rhythm of this transformation, It really wanted to turn an anxious former Evil Horde Force captain full of self-doubt into legendary hero She-Ra. Of course, we end up questioning that identity even during the show; Is it always the best decision to distance yourself from your insecuries and
shortcomings by hiding behind the legendary mantle of the mystical goddess warrior? At the end of the fourth season, Adora ends up breaking the Sword of Protection, her key to transforming into She-Ra when she realizes that her true purpose is as a planet-destroying weapon. But of course it turns out that the real power is inside her all
the time, unlocked by love for her friends and her romantic interest, Catra - and she gets a new sword that materializes out of nowhere, along with an elaborate (and so gayer) transformation sequence that calls back to Sailor Moon more than ever as Adora channels a cleaner, more personal She-Ra form, complete with ponytail. In
learning to love herself and accept love, Adora no longer hides behind She-Ra's glint and glamour, but really becomes her, stronger than ever. Like Sailor Moon, She-Ra's power isn't just about physical strength and conquering the enemy with brute force; It's about protection, healing and community. Sailor Moon showed us that girlishness
is no cause for shame, nor does it signal weakness. In fact, his proud embrace of beauty, love and friendship has gone on to define an entire genre that specifically celebrates female strength. Sailor Moon helped inspire us to reimagine a character originally conceived as a spinoff of a male character, her story inextricably tied to his, as her
own independent character with her own life. Noelle Stevenson is the creator of Netflix's She-Ra and Princess power and creator of comics including Nimon and Lumberjanes. For the honor of 'Moon Prism Power, Makeup!' Navy soldiers [noun] and justice! In the name of the moon...! Admit it, with only these six words, you've probably
finished the rest of the sentence in your head. Sailor Moon's self-referential catchphrase is so famous that even the occasional fan of the series could probably finish it. While the catchphrases of other Sailor Soldiers may be less well known – although I'm sure their fans would be willing to disagree! - the stories behind them are no less
interesting. Today we will talk about who came up with The Sailor Mercury and Sailor Mars's catchphrases and what almost they were instead! Sailor Mercury and Sailor Mars While doing my background research for this article, I tried searching the internet for official translations of funny one-liners Sailor Mercury and Sailor Mars to throw
them out before entering the field of combat, but I'm afraid I wasn't lucky – and the translations I found were quite unimpressive. Sorry, you will be dealing with my translations throughout. What phrases are we talking about? Glad you asked! Sailor Mercury 知性と正義キマ⼥戦⼠セ服美セ I am a sailor-suited soldier of intelligence and
justice - Sailor Mercury! Douse yourself and think about what you've done! Sailor Mars 勇気と正義啦啦セーー服美啦啦⼥戦⼠セーーマーズ ⽕啦啦代わ啦折檻よ! I am a sailor-suited soldier of courage and justice - Sailor Mars! With the power of Mars, I will chase you! June 1992 edition of Animage As it turns out, these phrases were
actually invented by anime fans and chosen by Iriya Azuma, producer of Sailor Moon anime. In the April 1992 issue of Animage, the magazine held a contest along with animation staff to present new ideas, phrases, weapons, and even enemies to appear later in the anime. Read also: Why Is Rei So Different in Anime and Manga? The
contest was so popular that it even launched a second in the June issue, asking users to get ideas for special attacks on these three characters... or maybe even the fourth or fifth!, hinting for the first time that there may be other sailors on the way. So who is on loan for these ideas? Three Animage readers, actually! Water and fire I am a
sailor-suitable ...! parts of his speeches and words of intelligence and courage were designed by Aiko Kudo of Hokkaido. Sailor Mars is by the power of Mars ... and Sailor Mercury is douse yourself and reflect ... were sent to Ryohei Kuramochi from Kanagawa and Miyuki Numabukuro from Chiba, respectively. According to the director,
these phrases have been selected and re-arranged from hundreds of submissions, and have finally been incorporated into anime since around August 1992. What is perhaps most interesting about this statement is that it means that anime was already at least two or three months ahead at this point. I wonder how far Ms. Takeuchi has
already worked up front too, then? Just! Apparently Mr. Azuma wasn't the only one who had a say in voting on these Sailor Moon ideas - Kotono Mitsuishi, Usagi's voice actress, also had a voice in various story ideas and sent to fans. Although she was eventually canceled, her voice for Sailor Mercury and Sailor Mars' catchphrases were:
Sailor Mercury - Kiyoshi Sano (Kyoto) あな泡かなわぬ⽔ょくらみはち Your system is hopeless like a bubble! Sailor Mars - Eri Kodama (Naganoぁい往焼かれ 炎) I will torch you with my flames and send you into your next life! I don't know about you, but I got them a little better. With Rei, it was a little more aggressive and to the point -
which I like - but I can little see how it doesn't fit into a private school girl with sophisticated flair for the men's image the anime staff were going for her. Read also: Why has Mamoru been turned into a university student in Anime? There's a lot more in this magazine to discuss later, especially with some indications anime staff and
competition organizers have been dropping in for future Sailor Moon developments. I have a few other magazines I need to subscribe to, but hopefully I can bring more of this behind-the-scenes development information to you soon. M&amp;M&amp;M Original Threesome that said, I wonder what your views are on it. Do you think the
phrases they chose are better suited to the characters, or do you think Kotono was on the right track? I'd love to hear your thoughts! References: References:
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